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Topoisomerase (topo) II is a homodimeric protein catalyzes topological
vicissitudes by adding or by soothing super coiling transpiration, occurs in
human DNA during DNA replication as an outcome chromosome segregation
and condensation occurs during meiosis I and recombination. To prevent the
cleavage and religation activity we administered novel hybrid substituted
Xanthone series of drugs. The toxicity prediction showed outstanding results
which impetus to study its anti-cancer activities by targeting topoisomerase
(topo) II . We developed the homology model of the topoisomerase (topo) II
due to the unavailability of 3D structure in the Protein Data Bank. Structural
assessment of the modeled protein and confirmed the quality of the model.
The ligands were docked using AutoDock 4.2 software and binding energy
was reported. The compound XM9, XN2, XM7, XLNU and XNS scored lowest
binding energy and highest binding affinity. The interaction sites and the
hydrogen bond were observed.

Introduction
Enzymes that catalyze topological alterations of DNA
are called topoisomerase. Topoisomerase can relax or
add supercoiling and is in thetop of hits for anti-cancer
drugs. DNA-intercalating agents have the ability to
cause lethal DNA double-strand breaks, by hindering
normal functioning of topoisomerase II. Topoisomerase
II requires Mg (II) and ATP hydrolysis for enzyme turn
over and rapid kinetics (Champoux, 2001).
Human topoisomerases II are of two types (i) topoisomerase Ii , (ii) topoisomerase II . Topoisomerase II
has two distinct DNA-independent binding pockets,
one within the catalytic domain and second within the
N-terminal ATP-binding domain (Vilain et al., 2003).
Topo II plays a key role in DNA replication with main
functions are chromosome segregation, chromosome
condensation, arrest in meiosis I and recombination
suppression (Watt and Hickson, 1994). In cancer cells,

topo II concentrations are dramatically up-regulated
because of rapid cell division and cell growth (Heck
and Earnshaw, 1986; Woessner et al., 1991). Therefore,
numbers of anti-cancer agents are designed with topo II
as a potential target (Wilstermann and Osheroff, 2003;
Fortune et al., 2000).
The primary mode of cytotoxicity of most DNA intercalating agents involves inhibition of religation step of
action of the enzyme DNA topo II (Liu, 1989; Robinson
and Osheroff, 1991). Xanthonescan also binds and
shows anti-cancer activity by forming a stable binding
complex with N-terminal ATP-binding domain of topo
II (Jun et al., 2011) like novobiocin (Larsen et al., 2003),
cyclothialidine (Boehm et al., 2000) and salvicine (Hu et
al., 2006). Xanthone fights competitively with ATP to
binds with the ATP binding site on topo II and
directly hampers the energy driven rapid kinetics
which lead to a higher topo II catalytic inhibitory
activity.
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Materials and Methods
Sequence retrieval and template identification
Primary sequence of human DNA topoisomerase II
was retrieved in FASTA format from National Center
for Biotechnology Information (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih. gov/protein/) protein database (GI: 13959709).
Homology modeling is currently a nifty and an accurate
advantageous tool for generating reliable three-dimensional protein structure models for those proteins
whose structures are not known/identified, till now
and is routinely used in many practical applications. In
homology modeling methods experimental protein
structures termed as "templates" are used to dimension
a new model of evolutionary related proteins, termed as
"targets". Retrieved sequence was submitted to SWISSMODEL homology modeling tool for template identification of the target sequence. The most important and
decisive rung for developing a desired model of protein
is the finding a tentative three-dimensional structure of
an interrelated homologous protein (the "template").
For fetching of all the target sequences BLAST server of
NCBI against PDB (Protein Data Bank) database were
used. The threshold value of 10 and the word size 3
were selected as general parameters for BLAST. The
Blosum-62 matrix was chosen with a gap penalty of 11
for 1 mismatch. Templates which shows a high percenttage of sequence identity, the query coverage and the
score of the alignment which hunt for to build a quality
model were scanned. For analyzing the different
template and its TM-score for better understanding of
the templates LOMETS (http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.
umich.edu/LOMETS/) was also used. The selected
templates which were used for dimensioning new
protein model were retrieved from RCSB (Research
Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics) Protein
Data Bank.
Sequence alignment
A Gonnet protein weight matrix of CLustal W was used
to study the matching between target and template
sequences. Based on the sequence, pair wise and
multiple sequence alignment were performed. For
alignment, the alignment tools, t-coffee, CLustal W
from EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute) was used
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to better understand resultant sequence alignment
matches, its mismatches and mutations was viewed in
Jalview.
Homology modeling
Homology modeling builds a neat relationship between
protein primary and secondary structure. It is very clear
to understand the function of protein computationally
by comparative modeling of a target protein sequences
with its template which is an experimental (XRD or
NMR) protein structure This supposition provides an
exclusive hypothesis that if the tertiary structure of two
proteins are similar, they must shares high percentage
of similarity scores or in other words, the tertiary structure of two proteins are similar and shares high percentage of similarity scores only, when they are similar
(Dong and Berger, 2007). Modeller 9v11 software was
used for protein model building. Initially 100 models
were designed, among them a single model was
selected based on the lower discrete optimized protein
energy (DOPE) scores for further analysis.
Structural assessment
The models were examined both on geometric and
energetic scale for quality means. The validation of
modeled structures were done by using PROCHECK
(Nitiss, 2009), ERRAT (Bailly, 2012) and VERIFY3D
(Binaschi et al., 2001). PROCHECK rottenly used and is
an important freeware tool, deals with the study of
stereo-chemical properties which could be clearly
analyzed by the quality of the Ramachandran plot,
peptide bond planarity, non-bonded interactions, main
chain hydrogen bond energy, C chiralities and overall
G factor. ERRAT is a protein structure verification
algorithm which analyzes the statistics of non-bonded
interactions between different atom types, which in
turn gives the reliability to the model. To check the
compatibility of the atomic models with its own amino
acid sequence, VERIFY3D was used. A high VERIFY3D
profile score shows the healthier quality of model.
Preparation of protein structure
Topoisomerase II protein is big protein, having 1531
amino acid residues. Preparation of favorable binding
site was done using AutoDock 4.2 Tools. Before going
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ahead all water molecules were removed from protein.
To stabilize the charge on atom appeared due to removal of water molecules, was compensated by addition of
non–polar hydrogen. Kollman united atom charges and
Gesteiger charge were assigned to protein and ligands
respectively. The AutoDock Tools Package version 1.5.6
was utilized to create the docking input files.
Analogue design
Various xanthones and their derivatives were known to
be a renounced source for evolving a potential new anti
-cancer candidate. Several polyhydroxy xanthone derivatives like 1,6 dihydroxy, 1,3,7-trihydroxy, 1,3,6,8tetrahydroxy substituted xan-thones were synthesized
and were proven as potential anti-cancer targets. Trihydroxyl xanthone and tetrahydroxyl xanthone were
exhibited the highest cytotoxic activities during cell line
studies. But it was found that the activity of these
xanthones does not increase linearly with the increasing
number of hydroxyl groups, suggesting that the
position and substitutions on hydroxyl group also has
an obvious effect on the inhibitory activities of the
compounds (Su et al., 2011). The alkoxy derivatives of
xanthones revealed that they also possess tremendous
power against cancer. Thiosemicarbazones, nitrosoureas, thiourea, triazoles derivatives also possess a long
history in the development of anti-cancer drug candidates (Bailly, 2012). Thus, 11 hybrid xanthones were
designed, considering key information obtain from
previous work published by various researchers in this
field. Therefore, all structures are hybrid alkoxy derivatives of xanthones possessing different substituents
as side chain.
Ligand structure preparation, toxicity and drug likeness
The data set of different hybrid xanthones having differ
--rent xanthone nucleus, dihydroxyl xanthone, trihydroxyl xanthone, thioxanthone nucleus were generated
ligand molecules. ChemAxon, freeware developed by
Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc. was used for
drawing and converting 2D chemical structure of
compound to 3D structures. All 3D structures were
optimized through ChemAxon. Medchem Designer
was used for ADME/Tox screening of the selected
ligands and the results were recorded. In silico prediction biological activity of the compounds were calculated such as Molecular Weight, hydrogen bond
donors/acceptors, LogP and Total Polar Surface Area
(TPSA). Actelion (OSIRIS) property explorer (Shen et
al., 2010) was used to screen the drug likeness. Toxicity
risks were evaluated by calculating mutagenic, tumorigenic, irritant, reproductive effective, solubility, drug
likeliness and drug score.
Molecular docking simulations
The AutoDock Tools Package version 1.5.6 was utilized
to create the docking input files. The grids were chosen

to be sufficiently large so as to include not only the
active site residues but also significant portion of the
surrounding surface of the receptor protein, with grid
points 80 × 80 × 80 along with grid spacing of 0.531A. In
Grid based ligand docking, taking energetically
favorable interactions between small ligand and
typically a larger receptor molecule, generally a protein
is analyzed. For refinement of docking solutions, in a
grid-based force field evaluation, torsional and rigid
body movements of ligand is quantified. Genetic
algorithm is employed as a search parameter for
docking. Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA) which is
a hybrid of a genetic algorithm and a local search
algorithm, were used for ligand conformational
searching. Rigid roots were given to the ligand with
five rotatable bonds. Pre-calculated grid maps was
obtained by using Autogrid. As after completion of
docking, the conformation of ligand which shows
maximum lowest docked energy (binding energy) was
chosen. This procedure was applied to all ligands.
Selected favorable conformations were analyzed using
Pymol software.

Results
Sequence alignment of target and template sequences
was performed to estimate the matches and similarity
score by using Clustal W and t-coffee. The similarity
scores were calculated to be 65%, however the identities
are estimated to 48% (Figure 1). The structural assessment results were obtained to be 85% (Procheck)
(Figure 2), 86.6 (ERRAT overall quality factor) and 0.7
(verify3d) for a broad study of the proteins. Further
Modeval was shown excellent quality of the model. The
results were found to be RMSD (2.7), Native Overlap
(0.9), z-Dope (-1.2), z-pair (-14.1), z-surf (-10.9), z-combi
(-18.3).
The different xanthone groups were added (Table I).
Results obtained on docking, shows that the length of
alkyl chains greatly affects the binding results. The
propyl chain was found to be best for giving maximum
interaction with residues present inside the binding
pocket. The carbon atom of alkyl chain interacts
through hydrophobic interactions. Presence of Primary
as well as secondary nitrogen in chemical structure
found to be essential to interact more with residues via
hydrophobic or hydrophilic or by forming both. Docking and binding energy result shows that all designed
compounds fulfill the desired criteria, to fit properly
and to interact extensively with residues framing
binding site. The molecular properties of the analogues
were given in the Table II. Tetrazole moiety at 3 and 6
were found to be more interactive with binding sites
present on protein in compound XN2. Pentyloxy
substituted 1,3 dihydroxyxanthone(XM9) at position C3
was found to more interactive than ethyloxy,
propyloxy, butyloxy, substituted 1,3 dihydro-
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Figure 1: Sequence alignment between query (topoisomerase II ) of human and subject (4GFH A)
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Table I
Chemical structures of 11 novel hybrid substituted xanthones
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Table II
Molecular descriptors calculated for different novel substituted hybrid xanthones using MedChem designer
software
Compound name

SlogP

XM7
XM8
XM9
X137
XL2
XLNU
XN2
XNT
XLS
XNS
XMUN

S+logD

2.8
3.1
3.5
_
_
3.4
_
_
8.2
11.6
_

2.8
3.1
3.5
_
_
3.3
_
_
8.2
11.6
_

MlogP

HBDH

M_NO

TPSA

1.6
1.8
2.0
3.6
4.0
2.1
2.6
0.5
4.1
5.8
3.6

4.0
4.0
4.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
7.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

8.00
8.00
8.00
5.00
8.0
9.0
15.0
13.0
4.0
5.0
5.0

107.20
107.20
107.20
79.9
100.0
121.4
192.4
203.9
59.7
68.9
79.9

Solubility, drug likeness and drug score
accounted by Osiris property explorer and with
respect to binding energies of different novel
substituted hybrid xanthones
Solubility
-5.4
-5.7
-6.0
-4.0
-7.2
-6.0
-7.7
-7.3
-7.7
-10.7
-7.4

Drug likeness
3.7
0.3
-1.6
-0.0
3.9
0.9
-8.0
2.1
-20.4
-22.3
-20.8

Drug score
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
2.0
0.0
2.0
0.0

HBA
8
8
8
5
8
7
11
13
4
5
5

xyxanthones. Very lengthy or heavy alkoxy side chain
does not improve interaction of basic nucleus sufficiently (X137, XMUN).

Table III

Compound
name
XM7
XM8
XM9
X137
XL2
XLNU
XN2
XNT
XLS
XNS
XMUN

Rule of 5

ADMET studies and drug likeness of designed 11
compounds were done by using Osiris property
explorer, MedChem draw freeware. ADME profile
shows that that these candidates are hydrophobic in
nature and thus acted as hydrophilic neutral drug
molecule by their obedience to the properties such as
absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
(ADME) determined by using MedChem Designer
draw freeware. Toxicity profile which includes tumeriogenicity, mutagenecity, in combination with failure in
producing reproducible effect by compounds and drug
scores were studied using Osiris property explorer, all
compounds except XN2, XN2 does not passes through
these filters. Three compounds X137, XM7 and XNT got
highest drug likeness score of 3.9, 3.7 and 2.1
respectively (Table III).

Table IV
Solubility, drug likeness and drug score accounted by Osiris property explorer and with respect to binding
energies of different novel substituted hybrid xanthones
Compound
name
XM7
XM8
XM9

Residues involves
in hydrogen bonding interactions
Met762
Gln544
Pro593

X137
XL2

Lys1140
-

XLNU

Asp832

XN2

IIe577

XNT

_

XLS
XNS

Leu592
Lys520

XMUN

Pro593

Residues involves in hydrophobic interactions

Pro803, Ser800, IIe769, Gln773, Gly797, Gly796, Asn770, Lys798, Met766
Arg672, Pro601, Leu680, Glu682, Pro593, Tyr590, Ser591, Glu542, Tyr686
Try686, Gln542, Tyr590, IIe577, Ser591, Leu705, Leu592, Tyr684, Glu602,
Asp683, Arg675, Lys701, Asp671, IIe704, Asn700, Phe668, Tyr686
Tyr1135, Met1131, Pro1132, Leu128, Asp1130, Phe1054, IIe1055
Ser756, Asp832, Tyr757, Glu702,Leu685, Gln542, Tyr686, Ser591, Pro593,
Leu592, Asp543, Gly615, Lys614, IIe577
Tyr757, Lys614, Gln544, Leu705,Leu685, Glu702, Ser591, Tyr686, Tyr590,
Leu592, Glu542, IIe577, Ser756
Leu592, His758, Ser756, Asp631, Lys614, Lue705, Phe668, Asp671, Arg675,
Lys701, Ser591, Asp683, Tyr686, Gln542
Asn700, Asp683, Arg675, Lys701, Ser591, Leu705, Leu685, Gln542, Tyr686,
Glu702, Ser547, Pro593, Glu682, Phe668
Ser591, Tyr686, Asp543, His758, Gln542, Gln544, Leu685, Pro593
Ser527, IIe530, Asp526, Lys529, Asn433, Arg532, Gly448, IIe511, IIe435,
Gly515, Tyr518, Lys519, Gln517, Leu516
His758,Leu592, IIe577, Glu702, Tyr686, Leu685, Tyr684, Gln542, Ser591,
Leu705, Glu682, Glu544

Binding
energy
-12.7
-11.0
-14.3
-6.4
-10.5
-11.9
-13.0
-9.5
-7.8
-11.3
-6.8
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Figure 2: Ramachandran Plot showed that most of the residues of the modeled contains most of the residues in favored region
(85.5%), additional region (12.9%), generously allowed region (1.2%) and only 3 residues (GLU 1102, GLU 1109 and SER 1115)
i.e 0.4% in disallowed residues

Binding Pocket

Figure 3: The surface view of the protein with the ligand (XM7) binding pocket

All eleven compounds shows high degree of
interactions with human topoisomerase II as analyzed
during docking studies. Compound XM7 interacts with
Met762, Pro803, Ser800, IIe769, Gln773, Gly797, Gly796,
Asn770, Lys798 and Met766 residues of human topo

II . Sulfur present in side chain of XM7 interacts with
Lys798, alkyl residues at terminal end interacts with
Gln773, Gly797, Gly796, Lys798, oxygen of alkoxy side
chain interacts with IIe769, carbonyl oxygen at C9 and
oxygen atom at C4 shows hydrogen bond interaction
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binding pocket and the surface analysis of the compound XM7 was given in the (Figure 3) and The hydrophobic and hydrogen bond interaction was analyzed
(Figure 4). Binding energy is a versatile tool understands the affinity of the ligand to its binding site
present on protein. Five compounds XM9, XN2, XM7,
XLNU, XNS showed best and lowest binding energy
scores among all of the ligands having -14.3, -13.0, -12.7,
-11.9, -11.3 Kcal/molrespectively. All five compounds
were found to be more potent than naturally ocurring
marine based triterpeneglycosides, cucumarioside A
with docking score -11.1 kcal/mol followed by holothurinoside A and holothurin A with -10.5 kcal/mol,
bivittoside A with -10 kcal/mol, holotoxin A with -9.7
kcal/mol as well as than etoposide with binding energy
of -9.5 kcal/mol. Compound X137 got least binding
energy -6.4 kcal/mol. Binding energies of all compound
are presented in Table IV. The polar interacting residues forming hydrogen bonds were analyzed (Figure
5).

Discussion
Topoisomerase II poisons, are efficient but produce
harmful secondary effects, common with every drug
follows this path, were myelosuppression, leucopoenia,
gastrointestinal toxicities, alopecia, and even leukemia
(Bailly, 2012). But taking safety as a principle criteria,
topo II catalytic inhibitors are preferential ones over
topo II poisons for designing.
Figure 4: Hydrophobic and hydrogen bond forming residues
of the docked complex of XM7 and the model. Hydrophobic
interactions are shown in red dotted line and hydrogen bonds
are shown in green dotted line

with Met762 and hydrophobic interaction with Met766
respectively. Alkoxy side chain of XM7 shows
important interactions with Ser800, IIe769, Asn770 and
Met760. Targeted protein topo II , has most potential
active site where the ligand could bind and interact was
already previously identified and reported. The
residues which were found to be taking part actively
in dimensioning the active binding pocket of topo II ,
are reported as follows : PRO 716, ASP 720, GLY 721,
LEU 722, LYS 723, GLN 726, ASN 770, LEU 771, GLN
773, PHE 775, GLY 777, SER778, ASN 779, LEU 781,
LEU 783, GLY 796, LYS 798, MET 847, VAL 848, LEU
849, ILE 850, ASN 851, GLY 852, ALA 853, GLU 854,
LYS 863, ILE 864, PRO 865, ASN 866, TYR 892 and ARG
929. Compound XM7 binds correctly in this pocket and
was revealed by docking results. Other compounds also
shows interactive binding energies against topo II
during molecular docking studies, not in same pocket
because topo II proteins composed of 5 active binding
pockets where ligand/drug could bind, analyzed by Qsite finder software which is an online freeware. The

In cancer cells, topo II concentrations are dramatically
upregulated because of rapid cell division and cell
growth (Heck and Earnshaw, 1986; Woessner et al.,
1991). Therefore, numbers of anti-cancer agents are
designed with topo II as a potential target (Wilstermann
et al., 2003; Fortune and Prog, 2000). Trihydroxyl xanthone and tetrahydroxyl xanthone exhibited the highest
cytotoxic activities over other compounds. A piperidine
side chain at the C-3 position is favorable with regard to
improved cytotoxicity. Quinoline-containing thiosemicarbazide compound (TSC24), have potent anti-proliferative activity toward cancer cells. Nitrogen containing groups like nitro, amide and amines in chemical
structure are general requirement for designing topo II
inhibitors. Various alkylating agents, nitrogen mustered
and natural anti-cancer molecules have nitrogen
containing groups, which generally interact with DNA/
base pair/protein and alkylate them or done other
changes which ultimately governs their anti-cancer
activity. Nitrogen containing are various moieties like
triazole, thiosemicarbazoles and nitrosourea were used
in this study for designing.
These previously reported results gives an idea about
designing some new xanthone based anti-cancer molecules, because xanthone moiety shows promising an
anti-cancer potential, proven through number of
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Figure 5: The polar contacts of the compound XM7 with the binding site of the modeled protein. The yellow dotted line shows
the polar contacts formed and were found to be ASN770 and LYS 798

experimental studies. Hybrid based designing of new
molecules against various diseases were tried and
found to be much more effective, as compared to their
parent molecules. Through this point of view, few new
hybrid molecules were designed and docking studies
were done to determine ligand-protein interactions.
Drugs aimed against topoisomerases could work by
one or both of two ways (a) by hindering the ability of
the enzyme to relieve tension of DNA by preventing its
initial cleavage function (b) by preventing relegation
of the "cleavable complex" means stabilizing the transient cleavable complex, results in enhanced strand
breaks. The mode of action to show cytotoxic behavior
for majority of topo inhibitors (topo poisons) is just due
to account of their ability to stabilizes a transient DNA
enzyme complex result DNA damage thus produces
detrimental secondary effects.
The structure of xanthone generally resembles more
specifically to amsacrine, which is a known branded
anti-cancer drug, belongs to 9-anilinoacridines class of
topoisomerase II inhibitors, having a hetero-tricyclic flat
ring system. Xanthone may act via same mechanism as
9-anilinoacridines because of too much similarity in
theirstructure. The cytotoxicity shown by these compounds, primarily results due to inhibition of topo II
through formation of a ternary drug/DNA/protein
complex (Liu, 1989; Robinson and Osheroff, 1991) gave
a clear picture that drug design through modeling of
DNA binding properties alone could be misleading.
The antitumor activity of these drugs governed mostly,
just because of their proper positioning and stabiliza-

tion of the drug at its binding domain, than its (ligand
or drug) actual affinity for DNA (Binaschi et al., 2001;
Patil and Thakare, 2012). Among 11 compounds XM7
binds in same pocket and also interacts with same
residues of topoisomerase II where cucumarioside A,
holothurinoside A, holothurin A, bivittoside A and
holotoxin A were found to be bounded which were
founded to be more potent than etoposide as previously
reported. The new hybrid compound XM7 having a
simple primary structure and more potential candidate
with having binding energy of about -12.7 Kcal/mol
than some naturally occurring marine agents used as an
anti-cancer agents with more complex chemical structures and interact with the most potential active site,
considered (Patil and Thakare, 2012). However, five
compounds out of 11 compound possesses lowest
binding energy below -11.1 Kcal/mol. ADMET screening provided a clear cut picture about candidates under
consideration and suggests for further modifications in
following candidates.
Study gives an opinion that the designed molecules
require further modifications to improve drug-receptor
interactions. However binding energy data and docking
studies revealed, a good picture of compounds affinity
and fitting inside the binding pocket. Docking studies
also revealed the mode of binding of new novel hybrid
xanthones into the binding pocket of topo II . The
designed compounds will be synthesized and evaluated
for their anti-cancer potential. All designed compounds
are under further modification to generate an ultimate
molecule with desired activity and safety profile.

Bangladesh J Pharmacol 2014; 9: 208-217

All 11 candidates were found to be showing excellent
activity, out of which three candidates were found to be
more potent than previously reported candidates as an
anti-cancer agent. Compound XM7 was found to be
interacting with Pro803, Ser800, IIe769, Gln773, Gly797,
Gly796, Asn770, Lys798, Met766 and Met762, which
was previously reported to constitute the most active
site of human DNA topoisomerase II , through which
various marine based anti-cancer triterpeneglycosides
like cucumarioside A, holothurinoside A, holothurin A,
bivittoside A, holotoxin A acts (Patil and Thakare,
2012). Thus we could conclude through these docking
studies that five compoundsXM9, XN2, XM7, XLNU
and XNS could be act as a potential lead to evolve a
potential anti-cancer candidate against human DNA
topoisomerase II inhibitors.
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